). In this case, the result total number of stimulation pulses as in the PFb protocol but now at an even frequency of 5 Hz during 5 min (n ϭ was a rapid, dramatic shrinkage of the SSp receptive field (n ϭ 6), and within 5 min, all peripheral excitation 4). In our preparation, 5 Hz PF stimulation never induced any detectable change in the receptive field distribution of the SSp could be temporarily abolished. However, a small, restricted SSp receptive field similar in size and of the normal Purkinje cell, nor could we detect any substantial increase of input from the original receptive distribution to the original receptive field reemerged within 30 min, but the input from all other skin areas field (Figure 2 ; note that the entire body surface was routinely investigated with manual stimulation in search was persistently depressed ( Figure 2E , see also Figure  3C ). This SSp receptive field remained unchanged for of a cutaneous receptive field, although quantified input is shown for a few skin sites only. Using manual stimulathe remainder of the recording (up to 1 1/2 hr). In a similar protocol, but with the CSp instead being activated by tion, we believe that a receptive field expansion of up to 20% around the borders of the original receptive field electrical stimulation within its cutaneous receptive field, we usually did not see any depression of PF input could potentially pass unnoticed). When we applied the PFb protocol 1 hr later, the usual enlargement of the (CFϩPFb protocol). Most likely, this is because the cutaneous stimulation also activated the PF input to the SSp receptive field developed in the same cell as well as in other on-beam Purkinje cells ( Figure 2E ). Note inhibitory interneurons innervating the Purkinje cell. Interneuronal inhibition has previously been shown to prethat the inhibition evoked from site 1 was exceptionally strong in that the PFb failed to fully reverse the inhibition vent climbing fiber-induced depression of PF input to Purkinje cells (Ekerot and Kano, 1985) . to excitation, the net effect of the PFb being mainly a reduced spike depression late during the manual stimulation. We also tested whether the effects of the PFb on Figure 3C ). Then, instead of applying a col). The result was a dramatic enlargement of the norCSpϩPFb protocol to the same beam, we first applied mally very restricted interneuronal receptive field (Figure a CSpϩPFb protocol to PF beam 2. After this protocol, 5A) (n ϭ 12; receptive field expansions were at least we could not detect any effect on the peripheral excit-‫.)%0001ف‬ The receptive field enlargement developed atory input to the cell (Figure 3C iii ) . In contrast, a during 10-30 min and was followed for 2 1/2 hr without CSpϩPFb protocol applied to PF beam 1 nearly immedibeing seen to diminish. However, we were never able to ately removed all excitatory input, sparing only part of the input from the original SSp receptive field (Figure 3C iv ) .
Cutaneous Stimulation Can Induce Specific
detect input from any skin area other than the ipsilateral forelimb and shoulder, in contrast to Purkinje cells after terneuron had an enlarged receptive field ( Figure 5B ), which was otherwise found only among interneurons PFb protocols (Figures 1-3) . Off-beam interneurons (n ϭ 5) all displayed normal receptive fields after CFϩPFb subjected to the CFϩPFb protocol and never among normal interneurons of the C3 zone (Ekerot and Jö rntell, protocols.
After applying the CFϩPFb protocol to interneurons, 2001) (n ϭ 2). More often, this approach failed to induce enlarged receptive fields in interneurons (n ϭ 6), but this we applied the PFb stimulation without pairing with the cutaneously evoked climbing fiber input (n ϭ 5). This was probably due to a low probability of encountering an interneuron that both received collaterals from the protocol (PFb), which in Purkinje cells always induced substantial increases in the SSp receptive fields, reliably climbing fiber used to trigger the PF stimulation and received input from the stimulated parallel fibers. induced substantial decreases in the PF receptive fields of interneurons, but at least part of the PF input driven Putative molecular layer interneurons have previously been shown to be activated by inferior olivary stimulafrom the original excitatory receptive field remained (Figure 5A) . The latter probably represent driving from PFs tion (Eccles et al., 1966), and Figure 5C shows additional data for this projection. Note that although not every that were unaffected by the low intensity stimulation used.
stimulation evoked a spike in the recorded interneurons (n ϭ 5), the peristimulus histograms showed that there To directly compare the effects of paired CF and PF activity in Purkinje cells and interneurons, spontaneous was a substantial increase of firing at 4-9 ms after the shock. Most of the evoked spikes occurred at 4-5 ms CSp responses of a Purkinje cell dendrite were used to trigger the PFb (CSpϩPFb protocol) before recording after onset of the stimulation ( Figure 5C ), which corresponded to the onset time of local climbing fiber field from an interneuron located ‫03ف‬ m away. This in-CFϩPFb protocol again resulted in strong inhibition being evoked from most parts of the forelimb, but the strong excitatory input induced by the PFb protocol was never completely concealed ( Figure 6B, left column) . After application of a CSpϩPFb protocol to the Purkinje cell, the excitatory input was depressed and the inhibitory input was potentiated ( Figure 6B, right column) . The loss of excitatory input from the back and tail, skin areas from which interneurons were never activated, indicated that there was a true depression of excitatory input to the Purkinje cell rather than a mere concealment of excitatory input by potentiated inhibitory input.
Discussion
In the present paper, we described the induction of profound and long-lasting PF receptive field changes in Purkinje cells and molecular layer interneurons using burst stimulation of PFs that was either paired or unpaired with climbing fiber activity. Interestingly, the receptive field plasticity of Purkinje cells and interneurons was not only bidirectional but also reciprocal. Thus, pairing climbing fiber activity with PF burst stimulation led to a decrease in the PF receptive field size of a Purkinje cell and, at the same time, an increase in the receptive field size of on-beam interneurons being afferent to the Purkinje cells and interneurons were only effective and 2E). In an off-beam Purkinje cell, the inhibition was for parallel fiber beams that were previously used to weaker, making it possible for the underlying excitation induce increased receptive field sizes in the respecfrom the normal, small PF receptive field to "shine tive cell type. through" (Figure 6A, PC2) . In an on-beam Purkinje cell that had first been subjected to a PFb protocol, the Candidate locations for plasticity include (1) precerebel- 
